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INDICATIONS

1. Local time zone hour, minutes
2. Home time zone hours
WINDING

Your watch automatically self-winds when you wear it. To become fully wound, it must be worn for at least 12 hours. This may vary depending on the type of user. If the watch is completely unwound, the crown will have to be turned approximately 15 times; this properly activates the mechanism. Note: the number of crown turns required to completely wind a watch varies depending on the caliber. Winding by the crown can be done at any time. When it is stopped due to an insufficient charge, it must be rewound. For this watch:

1. Turn the crown a few times clockwise to wind your watch.

Winding by the crown can be done at any time.
SETTING THE TIME

1. Pull the crown out one notch.
2. Turn the crown anti-clockwise to the desired time (turning the hands clockwise).
3. Push the crown back to the initial position.
GMT RATTRAPANTE (SPLIT TIME)
Description of the push-buttons
A. Local time adjustment push-button
B. Home time zone (reference time) push-button

1. Press push-button A as many times as necessary to reach the desired local time. Each press shifts the local hour hand by one hour relative to the home time hour hand.

2. Pressing push-button B brings the local hour hand back to the home hour hand.

Caution!
Never press push-pieces A and B simultaneously.